FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ProspectStream Goes Live with Contract Guardian
CINCINNATI, Ohio (June 19, 2014) - Rippe & Kingston Systems, Inc. a diversified information technology
services firm, just announced that Ohio based ProspectStream, a Cloud Based Sales Process
Management Software Firm, has gone live with Contract Guardian “Intuitive Contract Management”, to
effectively manage contracts, improve visibility, manage access, and evaluate performance.
ProspectStream is leveraging Contract Guardian to simplify and update all aspects of healthcare contract
management and compliance within the firm. In addition, they are utilizing Contract Guardian APIs to
connect with their product. ProspectStream will deploy the Gold Edition of Contract Guardian over the
web, thus requiring no capital expenditure. All aspects of a firm’s contract management lifecycle,
including contract creation, monitoring of key milestones, and compliance can be managed via a
computer or any popular mobile device. “We’re extremely excited about what we have already seen in
Contract Guardian and thrilled that they can easily integrate with our software” says Steve Farfsing,
President of ProspectStream, LLC.

About ProspectStream
ProspectStream is a Sales Process Management Software firm that has been in business since 2008.
They developed a purpose built prospecting tool in the form of sales automation software. In other
words they apply a systematic approach to qualifying new opportunities while increasing the
effectiveness of sales initiatives in every way. They are known for their systematic approach of putting
the science in sales. Their cloud based offering leverages best practices and with their breakthrough
technology they:
 Organize and optimize the sales process
 Prompt your next move
 Track your success.
To learn more, visit www.prospectstream.com

About Contract Guardian
Contract Guardian is a powerful contract management solution that can quickly be implemented to
bring immediate visibility to your business commitments and turn static data into actionable content.
The common theme for each industry is dramatic improvement in how they interplay/connect with their
customers, employees, vendors, leases and warranties. With affordable monthly pricing with our hosted
contract management offering, you can see a return on investment in the first month.
Contract Guardian first users were in the Medical and Healthcare fields. Healthcare Contract
Management continues to be a vital industry. Since then, it has been adopted by a variety of industries.
The flexibility and end user customization gives Contract Guardian the latitude to work with just about
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any type of organization and agreement. For additional information about the Contract Guardian
Contract Management Software visit www.contractguardian or Request Demonstration.

About Rippe & Kingston
Rippe & Kingston Systems, Inc. is an International Information Technology Solutions and Services firm
with clients in 43 states and nine countries. To learn more about Rippe & Kingston, please visit
www.rippe.com.
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